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Types of Handicrafts
Lacquering and gilding



 Lacquering and gilding is one of Thai 
handicrafts classified into the ten-craft group, 
Lacquering. Lacquer vanish obtaining from drilling 
into the lacquer tree, is a key component of coating 
Thai architecture such as Chor Fah, Bai Raka, Hang 
Hong, and windows and doors, including coating 
Buddha images, vihara, and the sermon hall to 
shine the surface before gilding with gold leaf for 
the fineness, thus, it is called “Lacquering and 
Gilding”.  
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Identity reflecting wisdom and 
engineering skills  
                           
 Wisdom reflecting the engineering skills of 
lacquering and gilding require the specific techniques 
as follows.   

 1. Smooth lacquering and gilding, or known 
as Pid Thong Tueb such as gilding gold leaf on the 
Buddha image casting from metal, wood carving, 
plastering, or cementing, including rattan or bamboo 
weaving, is applied to beatify the surface to become 
glittering as gold. The lacquer artist put multiple 
coating on the material surfaces until it is shiny 
before putting 100% gold leaf, which is called Thong 
Cud  that does not leave the stain or the make 
different color on the surface to have the smooth 
and glossy gold leaf evenly.  

 2. Long Chat lacquering is to lacquer and 
gild on the pattern made from molding or carving 
creating a reeding with the deep groove in the 
background. The lacquer artist will make gilding on 
the reeding and paint red color on the groove to be 
a background. In the past, the artist us Chad (rouge) 
for the red color. Then, it is known as Pid Thong Long 
Chad, the gold pattern with the red background. 
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 3. Pid Thong Rong Krajok lacquering applies 
the similar method with that of Pid Thong Long Chad 
lacquering. After gilding the carving pattern or on the 
reeding, decorate the work with colored glass in the 
background of the gold pattern, and inlay the glass 
along the desired carving or molding pattern. As a 
result, the pattern is glittering and sparkling in light.  

 There are two types of glass being used. 
First, Krajok Kriab or Juen which is a thin glass with 
the lead that can be cut with scissor in various 
shapes. Second, Krajok Kaew, which is thicker than 
Krajok Kriab coating with mercury in the back. The 
cutting shape is limited and mostly cut in geometry 
shapes. Both types are in variety colors such as red, 
green, white, blue, and gold.  

 4. Lacquering stencil applies carving and 
punching paper technique to make the pattern 
model. Put the stencil on the sticky colorful surface 
that is suitable for gilding and gild the gold leaf on 
the space on the pattern. It is mostly used with the 
upper area such as the ceiling of building, chapel, or 
vihara which is the area cannot complete with deli-
cate work. The pattern is separate since the string is 
used to hold each pattern model to strengthen it for 
reuse. 

 Lacquering stencil is created to resolve 
problem of craftsmanship that has to deal with the 
work in the high position, which cannot apply the 
delicate technique, that require some period of time 
to complete. However, comparing the perfection 
of work to other technique, this technique has less 
delicacy than other techniques. 
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Making lacquering and gilding 

1. Paint lacquer vanish on the area designed 
for gilding. This step requires the proficiency of the 
artist to observe the thickness before gilding. 

2. Gild the special selected gold leaf on the 
smooth surface. Gilding on the carving pattern, Pid 
Thong Long Chad, Pid Thong Rong Krajok, can use 
any kind of gold leaf. Then, knock the gilding area 
with the brush to allow the gold to be absorbed into 
the work. 
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Background of lacquering in 
Thailand

 Thai people know how to coat material 
and utensils, Buddha image, and the patterns with 
the lacquer vanish from Sukhothai period. Some 
evidences on lacquering and gilding on the metal, 
plaster, or rattan or bamboo weaving Buddha image 
before gilding with gold leaf are discovered.  

 During Ayutthaya period, it was found that 
lacquer vanish, including the yellow orpiment work, 
Thai lacquer or Lai Rod Nam was used with Buddha 
image, decoration pattern, and decorating the 
palace such as Wat Sai Golden Palace, Bang Khun 
Thian, Ho Trai at Wat Ban Kling, presently known as 
Ho Khian Wang Suan Phakkad, Bangkok, as well as 
the Tripitaka cabinet which is the work of Wat Cheng 
Wai artist which is admired as the skillful artist with 
engineering skills. It is presently stored at National 
Museum Bangkok. 

 In Rattanakosin period, the former King  
commanded to construct the capital with fine arts 
as same as in Ayutthaya period. The artisan applied 
the engineering skills in lacquering and gilding and 
Thai lacquer Lai Rod Nam to decorate the new city. 
This era was called The Golden Age of Ayutthaya, 
which was during the period of King Rama III. King 
Rama III was the patron of Buddhism. Those who 
built the temple became his favorite person. For this 
reason, numbers of temples were constructed which 
the new arts, the royal architectural style emerged. 

 During King Rama IV and V period, arts were 
widespread and flourished. European arts were 
combined with Thai arts. All artistic works were 
influenced by western arts.  

ควา
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 It can be seen that Thai lacquering and 
gilding is the model of Thai arts since the old day 
and very unique. Although most arts concerned 
with religious and King, there were less restriction 
on application. Consequently, the folk artist created 
the skills in building decoration. 

Presently, lacquering and gilding skills is 
inherited constantly. The popularity of high-class 
craftsmanship for decoration is prevalent.  
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 For Lai Rod Nom, a writing with yellow   
orpiment liquid, lacquer, gilding, and Rod Nam, to 
beautify it, is the Thai high-class arts of as same 
as lacquering and gilding that has long history, 
From the remaining evidences found in the late          
Ayutthaya era, King Barommakot period, the significant 
work is the Tripitaka cabinet made by Wat Cheng 
Wai  artist, currently located at National Museum  
Bangkok,  the Gold Palace at Wat Sai in Pra Chai 
Suea period, the residence when he visited Klong 
Khok Kham, Samut Sakorn, and the library in the 
Suan Pakkad า

Palace, Bangkok which formerly was the Ho Trai 
at wat Ban Kling, Ayutthaya. Besides, writing art to 
decorate the doors, windows, ubosot, vihara, Ho 
Trai, and other utensils in the royal court is 
considered the distinguish fine arts that the 
technique is inherited till today. The patterns 
have been developed for utensils and lacquer 
ware to become more valuable.  

ควา
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Wisdom of Lai Rod Nam (Gilded 
black lacquer)

 Lai Rod Nam requires engineering skills in 
writing the pattern with yellow orpiment, blocking 
the part to avoid the gold leaf attachment, and 
gilding. Boil the lacquer vanish to dry out the      
water, called “Ruk Ched” and remove the surplus 
lacquer vanish before putting gold leaf all over 
the work and Rod Nam, to wash out the yellow          
orpiment. Only gold leaf remains as a pattern or 
picture as designed. It is generally known as 
“Yellow orpiment writing, Gilded black lacquer or 
“Lai Rod Nam”.  
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ภูมิปLai Rod Nam is named followed the making 
process: lacquer, gilding, and washing (Rod Nam). The 
steps are as followed.  

 1. Preparing lacquer surface 

 Filter the raw lacquer vanish obtaining from 
drilling the lacquer tree to paint on the surface of 
material before creating Lai Rod Nam for smoothness 
and polish. Apply multiple layers of lacquer because 
each layer needs moist and avoid the dust to attach 
to the surface. If there is a scratch on the surface, seal 
with Samuk, a mixture of charcoal, dried banana leaf, 
and Ruk Nam Kliang. Let it dry before polishing the 
surface and coating with Ruk Nam Kliang in multiple 
layers. 

 2. Preparing yellow orpiment liquid

 One of the key components of Lai Rod Nam 
is mixing yellow orpiment liquid which consists of the 
three materials as followes.

 2.1 Yellow orpiment is the yellow ore 
classifying into two types, yellow orpiment stone and 
Kleeb Thong yellow orpiment. Yellow orpiment stone 
is normally used because its prominent attribute, 
quickly split when contacting with moist. The region 
that yellow orpiment is mostly found is the basin of 
Yellow River in China. To use the yellow orpiment it 
should be grinded or rubbed with a whetstone finely. 
Soak in water until it precipitates and the saltiness is 
diluted. 

 2.2 Wood apple rubber or Cassie rubber which 
is soluble quickly and widely used in the past because 
of its availability. At present, Cassie rubber is importing 
from other countries or available at the traditional 
pharmacy. Soak in the water and filter the residual to 
use as the adherence agent. 

 2.3 Som Poy water obtaining from boil Som 
Poy in boiling water until it has dark color with sour 
taste. It is used as the mixture and dissolvent of yellow 
orpiment liquid. 

 3. Preparing stencils 

 Model or pattern used for yellow orpiment 
liquid writing, lacquering and gilding, and Rod Nam 
must be accurate and beautiful as designed. Sprinkle 
the pattern with marl and wrap with thin cloth as a 
dabber to let the marl powder get through the holes 
to the surface.  
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ภู 4. Ruk Ched

 The Nam Kliang lacquer vanish that is being 
simmer to evaporate water. It is used as the rubber 
in lacquering step before gilding. 

 5. Gold leaf 

 The gold leaf is the key component making 
Lai Rod Nam becomes more charming and valuable. 
There are two types of gold leaf for making Lai Rod 
Nam.  

 5.1 Thong Kud is the gold leaf made from 
the quality gold. The gold leaf should not have the 
burn mark, holes, or the joint between the gold 
leaf. It cost more expensive than all types of gold 
leaf.  

 5.2 Thong Tor is the remaining gold leaf. 
The craftsman spread the gold leaf on a piece of 
paper. Each gold leaf may have some small holes 
or different colors. It is cheaper than Thong Kud. 

 Both types of gold leaf have different colors 
depending on the source and mixture ratio of gold 
and other material giving color and the flexibility 
of gold-leaf beating. In general, gold leaf has two 
colors, the red gold leaf which the craftsman calls 
Thong Kim Sua or Thong Sua, and the light green 
gold leaf with the mixture of metal, which is called 
Thong Si Dik Buab. 

 Each piece of work should be made from 
the gold leaf from the same beating lot and the 
same shop in order to have the same color of the 
gold leaf.  

 The craftsman always use both types of 
gold leaf with Lai Rod Nam. The special selected 
gold leaf is used with the smooth surface whereas 
the connected gold leaf is used with the detailed 
work. This is because washing with water or Rod 
Nam will split the gold into pieces so the different 
colors or the gold leaf joint will not be visible 
clearly. Besides, it helps to save cost.  
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Step of making Lai Rod Nam

 1. Clean the lacquer surface preparing for 
making Lai Rod Nam with marl. Dissolve marl in 
water and rub with fingers all over the surface until 
the marl comes off.

 2. Put the stencil pattern on and rub with 
the dabber thoroughly. Do not move the pattern. 

 3.Draw the line with yellow orpiment liq-
uid along the pattern’s edge with the bigger line 
while drawing the smaller line for the details. Each 
craftsman has different level skills in using a special 
small long bristle brush to draw the different size 
of lines to beautify the work. 

 4. After finishing drawing all details, use 
the bigger brush to paint the background and the 
space between the pattern. Put the gold leaf on 
the rest space
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 5.When yellow orpiment dry, apply Ruk 
Ched and remove the lacquer vanish with the soft 
dabber to have good stickiness. To remove lacquer 
vanish it requires the proficiency of the craftsman. 

 6.Gild the gold leaf by spread the gold leaf 
over the space designed. Use the fingers to press 
the gold leaf to attach all over the work thoroughly. 
Press the soft dabber all over again and let the 
lacquer vanish dry. Then, wash out the yellow          
orpiment with the water. 

 7.To wash out is to soak paper in water and 
put on the work. Move the paper gently and rub all 
over until the yellow orpiment is removed.

 8.Wash it again to ensure the yellow           
orpiment comes off. Fix the work as instructed 
above if there is a damage. 
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Lacquering and gilding and Lai Rod Nam 
are the combined arts between handicrafts and the 
complex technique. The complete work is produce 
through the process that requires proficiency and 
experience of the craftsman.  

At present, there are few people who carry 
on lacquering and gilding and Lai Rod Nam as it has 
complex making process and requires delicacy and 
patience. Furthermore, western culture influences 
Thai people way of life so some traditional cultures 
fade away. New cultures play important role in 
the new generation life so the youth forget about 
the wisdom of their ancestor, especially Thai arts 
which is the heritage of the ancestor to the young 
generation. However, lacquering and gilding is still 
one of the identities of Thailand until today. 
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